AUTOMATIC WEATHER
DOOR STRIP
AUTOMATIC WEATHER DOOR STRIP
PS SERIES
-

It prevents air, insects, smoke and dust from entering
Pivoting movement that can be operated only with the plunger
Adapts to door leaves of various lengths
Can be applied to doors in aluminium, PVC, wood and iron
No friction with the floor
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Technical characteristics

The automatic weather door strip: a new
functional and indispensable product.

The door strip prevents air and smoke from penetrating inside the room, as well as the entry of
insects and dusts. It allows you to save energy and ensures greater cleanliness and security.

The pivoting movement automatically applies pressure to door strip only when the door is
completely closed. When you open the door, the door strip lifts up to avoid being dragged against
the floor, thus eliminating friction and wear.

Technical characteristics
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Spring in stainless
steel to make it
easier to close the
door strip
It can be shortened
to adapt to door
leaves of different
lengths

Aluminium profile

Adjustable plunger
in steel

Straight seal made of
self-extinguishing
thermoplastic material:
prevents air, insects,
smoke or dust from
slipping inside under the
door

Door open

Door closed

Pivoting movement
with max. drop of 13
mm. Can only be
operated by means of
the plunger .

Can be used on all
commercial door
thresholds with thickness
of at least 4 mm

Codes
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Bracci per weather
Automatic
sporgeredoor strip PS series
Codes

Description

PS/63

Automatic weather door strip (L = 630 mm) consisting of: 2 aluminium profiles with
pivoting movement, adjustable by means of a steel plunger; 1 straight seal in selfextinguishing thermoplastic material. Application on aluminium or wooden doors, with
max. drop of 13 mm between door bottom and floor

PS/93

Like PS/63 but L=930 mm.

PS/123

Like PS/63 but L=1230 mm.

PS/143

Like PS/63 but L=1430 mm.
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The product has successfully passed the test for 200,000 opening cycles.
In addition to normal use, it is also applied to ITT SAVIO for doors opening onto escape routes
Therefore, door and window installers who use ITT SAVIO must use it for regular production too.
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